Neurolocalization of taste disorders.
Neurolocalization of taste disorders requires a knowledge of the functional anatomy involved in mediating taste information from the peripheral mucosal surfaces through numerous peripheral cranial nerves to complex subcortical and cortical brain regions. Our understanding of this functional anatomy has advanced in recent years. Taste is an experience that is both innate and learned, and the "taste" experience involves the integration of information from other sensory modalities, such as olfaction and somatosensation. Normal taste perception is influenced by different neurophysiologic states, which involve endocrine function, emotions, and even attitudes and expectations toward eating. At its core, the normal effective ability to taste is a reflection of the proper function of many organ systems within the body and may be considered a marker for good health. Clinical taste disorders, on the other hand, involve the dysfunction of the normal neural taste pathways and/or aberrant influences on multisensory integration and cortical taste processing. The number of disease processes, which can adversely affect taste, are numerous and quite varied in their presentation. There may be contributory involvement of other organ systems within the body, and the appropriate management of taste disorders often requires a multidisciplinary approach to fully understand the disorder. Depending on the underlying cause, taste disorders can be effectively managed when identified. Treatments may include correcting underlying metabolic disturbances, eliminating infections, changing offending medications, replenishing nutritional deficiencies, operating on structural impairments, calming autoimmune processes, and even stabilizing electrochemical interactions.